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COMPUTED ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON ERTS OBSERVATIONS 

Robert S. Fraser, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 

ABsTRAm 

The nadir radiances of many models of the earth- 
atsosphere system were #rmputed for a fixed solar zenith 
angle. lhese data indicate that the standard deviations of 
the Mtispectral Scanner respcmses to  changes in water 
vapor and aerosols would be satall on a continental-wide 
basis. 

The carnputed effects of the atamsphere air observations are 
usually not large. Data given at this symposimu in other papers show 
that the path radiance of just the atmosphere can be strwarg and quite 
variable, which is true. Hcwever, that is not the whole s b v .  The# 
radiant energy that arrives at a satellite can be separated into two 
parts: the path radiance just mentioned and also the l igh t  transmitted 
frola the ground directly through teracting 
with it. The remarkable thing is to change in  
opposite directi reby t e ~ d i n g  t o  -ate each other, For 
example, i f  the a ric-turbidity increases, the path radiance in- 
creases but the atmospheric transau 'ssion decreases. Mother Nature is 
trying to help the Principle Investigators. 

The l igh t  scattered by the atwosphene to  Em-1 depends on the 
following variables: the solar zenith angle, the surface reflectivity, 
the presence of clouds even when there is a clear line-of-sight between 
the satellite wd a surface target, water vapor, and particulates. The 
atmspheric models used for the cmputatians that are presented hem 
are free of clouds. The point that w i l l  be developed in this report is 
that for a fixed solar zenith angle the amsphere would appear to 
cause only satall mriaticms over a large region such as the continental 
thited States. nte atmsophere can cause significant effects near 
strong pollution s o m s  such as big cities; but an a cantinental basis 
the canputed atnmspheric effiects are d l .  

Particulates play an important role in atinsophewic scattering. 
Although their sizes range over thme orders of magnitude, anly those 
particulates w i t h  radii between 0.1 and 1 WII have a significant effect 
an the E R E  observations. Figure 1 sharps this fact for a small volume 
of slightly absorbing particulates. The size distribution fimction is 
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inversely proportional t o  the particle radius to the fourth power. 
Such a law applies for average conditions near the surface of canti- 
mtal regions (Jmge, 1963). One-half of the mass of such particulates 
consists of those with radii less than one micmsleter and the particles 
with the reaaining mass have radii between one and 10 rnicraaasters, as 
sham in Fig. 1. Hawever, the cunulative extinction cum? shows that 
the particles d l e r  than one micrometer accomt for 90 percent of the 
attenuation in a beam of light. The inset curve for the probability 
density function sham that the particles with 0.2 rn radius have the 
strangest interaction with light of wavelength 0.55 m. Computations 
of the extinction characteristics of many models of amspheric aerosols 
shuw that particles with diameter about equal to the wavelength inter- 
act more strongly with the light than other particles. 

zenith are still smaller. If the solar senith angle is 30° - 40°, the 
scattering angle towards the zenith is 150° - 140 . Figure 2 gives the 
probability density functions for light scattered in these directions. 
They are strmgly peaked a t  a radius of 0.1 m. P a r t i e s  larger than 
1 pm radius scatter essentially no l ight towards the ~enith. 

of clouds, cantain the invariant gases, 316 Dobson units of ozone, water 
vapor, and partiaates.  The mass loading of the particulates varies 
fran none to the mean value plus two standard deviations, except in 
Fig. 4. Ihe corresponding turbidity factor, which is the ratio of the 
total vertical optical thickness to the optical thickness of just the 
scattering gases, is a t  a - 0.55 wn 1.3 for no particulates, 3.3 for an 
average continental amtmt, and 5.3 for two standard deviations above 
the mean. shifrin and Shubova (1964) have measured the standard devi- 
atian of the turbidity factor and found it to be one-half. Hawever, a 
mrh larger standard deviation of two is computed frow values of sur- 
face extinction that were  measured by Koprova (197l). Most surface 
extinctian coefficients suppart the smaller valm of one-half though. 
A standard deviation of the turbidity factor of one is aswlsed here. 
The indices of refractian.of the particulates are either 1.5 or 1.5 - 
0.03 i, 
approaimation when the particles are solid. 

Water .rapor absorptian does not afikct the first three bands of 
the EHZS Multispectral Scanner, but has a strong efikct on the 0.8 - 
1.1 pua band. The total ammt of precipitable water in  a vertical 
colrmn varies fram 1.5 cm to 4.4 an, which applies in  a wann, moist 
tropical atmaospbre. The surface of the earth is assuned to be hano- 

and reflect light isotrogically according to Latabert's law. 

The nuaerical amputations utilizing the models have an internal 

The particles that scatter sunlight most effectively towards the 

Models of the atsosphere used for cgnputatians given here are free 

am assmed to  be spheres, which is known to  be an 

consistency of three significant figures. The camped nadir radiances 
for a naadel atarosphere with a megl turbidity factor of 3.3 at  
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1 = 0.55 pm am canpared with measured values in Fig. 3. The obserwa* 
ti- were made from aircraft east of Cape Hatteras in a cloud-free 
regim. The val- of the surface reflectivity asd di&1 the calcula- 
tions were those derived fran ineasmrenrents made at a height of 0.3 knr. 
The m~asured and camputed valms agree fairly well, The xxlel can be 
adjusted to  decrease the discFeplacies, but the exercise is not fimit- 
ful since the true aerosol state at the tim of the 
h-. 

s is not 

ath 
therme 
ance in 

Fig, 4, which gives the relative ccmtributim of path radiance to the 
total radiance. The turbidity factors are 1.3, 4.3, and 13,3 for 
successive curves fraa the lasest to the highest. 'lh middle curve 
represents more or less average turbidity. The path radiance decreases 
fiun 100 percent when the gKvund is black t o  a significant fraction of 
37 percent when the surface reflectivity is 1.0. Also, the fraction of 
airlight increases significantly as the turbidity increases. 

However, Fig. 5 s h m  that when the trade-off between path 
radiance and transrnissigl are acctnmted for, the net change is sensor 
response for an atmosphere without particulates to  one with average 
lading is less than 10 percent if  the surface renectivity is greater 
than 0.1. The effect of particulates is greatest over dark surfaces 
such as water, The effect fix all  the MSS channels is  similar to  those 
given by the two cumes. 

sensor mspaases are given in. pig. 6. These data are based on the 
cmputatians €or the many models already 
based an educated gussses cmceming the 'c aemsols, since 
the statistical characteristics of the aerosol state are not ham. 
TBe man sensor response for each spectral band is nearly a linear 
h c t i a n  of the surface reflectivity,- as has been noted before. The 
sensor resplnse far the 0.8 .. 1.1 w is 1-r than those of the ohher 
bands because the sensor gain is lowest for the 0.8 - 1.1 m band and 
significant water vapor absorption occo13 in this baud but not in the 
others. The ratio of the standard &viati- which is ane-fourth the 
height of the bars m the graph, to  the man is small. For example, 
when the surface reflectivity is 0.2, the ratio is about 5%. This 

with the ultimate achievable acmracy in 

h estimate of the two standard &virti.xls ranges of the ERTS BSS 

; but the ranges are 

carrectioans, which is related to the Hatiawl . Theyham anarrmracyof mly 
i l i t y  should be measured by numy 

of different surfkes whose reflectivities 
are ciomstant. stick data are expensive to  acquh by aimaft, Ihe 
ERTS-1 MSS m e a s m t s  may be satisfactmy fbr this * 
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Ihe ratio of the standard deviatim of the nadir radiances, which 
are derived fran the data m Fig. 6,  to the noise equivalent radiances 
(NER) of the Mss sensor systaps a m  given in Fig, 7. Ihe NWs were 
measured before EwsIlllamch. The mriatian is appreciable in the 
0.5 - 0.6 fmt chaapnel, but in the mawining bands the variations are 
caparable to the N E R k  I€ the mdiance variatiaa caused by the 
atmosphem is catparable to ths NER% of future E m *  sensors, then no 
attempt need be made to CQlTeCt for the atmosphere. 

solving well-defined prclblealls, The does ant seew to have im 
inrpartant e f k t  an current ERTS-1 
obsemttions. "he data giprtn here indicate that the effects dll be 
weak when considering a large regim and large length of the. Opera- 
tianal methods to correct far atmospheric effects appear to be expen- 
sive, Such corrsctiasns WQUld also add to the heavy burden of data 

capability of making the corrections. 

Future studies of atmospheric eff@cts should be directed tavarQ 

, except far water 

firre, demlapment of an ape%wiaml syste4n to 
ric e f k t s  should be based an need and then cm the 

1, Jnge, C. E., 9U.r (.%canistry and Radioactivity," Academic Press, 
New Yak, 
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